Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Stephen Thurlby

Session date

Team/Age Group

U11 - U18
Time available

Playing Out From The Back
Theme

90 minutes

NOTES
Warm Up Rondos
A quick warm up for the players are rondos (small possession exercises). Whether it is 5v2 or 3v1
make the area tight but not so tight that they will get no success, 10x10yd or 12x12yd.
Click to insert session diagram

Decide whether defenders stay in for a timed period, 60 seconds, and rotate with each player
counting how many times the ball went out during their turn, or quick transitional changes where
the defender switches out with whoever made the mistake to lose the ball. Have spare balls
around to increase the intensity of the warm up.
Progression: Make it one touch or maximum/minimum two touches
Playing Out From The Back Rondo
Each half is 20yd wide by 15yd long - make bigger or smaller depending on ability level.
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The goalkeeper begins with the ball (GK can be rotated through the exercise) and looks to pass
out from the back. The attacking team must make at least two passes before playing into the
opposite GK for one point. If the defenders win the ball then they attack the goal in the half that
they are in as quickly as they can to score.
Play for 2 minutes and switch the defenders. The defenders must work hard to make this exercise
realistic.
Progression: Overloaded team must make 3, 4, 5 passes before moving into the other half
Playing Through The Thirds Out Of The Back
Split the field into equal thirds - full are size is 35x45
The aim of the game is for the attacking team to move the ball from one end to the other to score
a point. The defending team must try to score past the goalkeepers. It is a continuous game. Play
for 2/3 minutes and switch defenders.

Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points: Receiving on the back foot; Making the field as big as you can; Good weight of
pass; Calmness in possession
Progression: Attacking team must make 3 passes in each area to play forward
Allow one middle player from each team to drop into the end area where the ball is.
Final Game
Play a regular game with two conditions. Keepers must roll the ball out and there is a 'retreat line'
for goal kicks. The retreat line is where the opposition team must be behind when the keeper
takes a goal kick.
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Progressions: Remove conditions for last 5 minutes
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